• **ROUNDS**: 2017 April Rounds were up slightly but took a hit with 5.5” of rain in the last 5 days of the month. Desoto, Cortez, Ponce, Magellan, and Granada showed an increase from 2016, while Isabella, Balboa and Coronado showed a slight decrease from 2016.

• **VILLAGE VALUES**: The Fees committee in cooperation with the Golf committee hosted 2 Roundtable discussions for the April Village Values. The committee received a great deal of feedback from the members sitting on the roundtables and the Fees Ad-Hoc committee will sort through all of the information and create a white page document.

• **“BIG HOLE” GOLF**: We had our first weekend of “big hole golf” which started April 21 and will continue through May.

• **TOURNAMENTS**: We started the tournament season in the Village in April. April 1 & 2nd we hosted the Golf Channel Arkansas Amateur Tour at Magellan & Desoto. Next, Granada hosted The Arkansas Department of Housing on April 19th. Also at Granada,
the Executive Women’s Golf Association played April 28th & 29th. This was a regional team tournament and included teams from – Baton Rouge, La., Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston, San Antonio and Little Rock. The Executive Woman’s Association are also booked 3 more times this year.

- **OUTSIDE PLAY:** Golf Now rounds for April were 401 with a revenue total of $13,796.00. Package play booked so far in 2017 is 3,114 total rounds and a projected revenue of $ 174,328. These packages are scheduled through June with the rest of the summer and fall still to be determined.

- **COURSE MAINTENANCE:** The superintendents have finished their weed prevention spraying of pre-emergent. The heavy rain and the cooler evenings at the end of April slowed the growth of the Bermuda grasses. The courses are now in the process of fertilizing tees, greens & fairways to help the growth when the warmer temperatures return.